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Argument
An interdisciplinary incursion (improvisation, the art of acting in theater, dance, stage
movement) in some of the most significant "methods" of embodiment of the theater characters
will help us decipher the meanings and significance of the teachings of some great
personalities of theater, the idea of the body being the foundation of any human creations in
all areas. The idea of the subject of this thesis research began from the curiosity and the need
to enrich the theoretical and practical spectrum in improvisation and in the art of a theatre
actor. I considered this subject of research being actual and rich in resources for developing
new concepts and theories aimed at the art of a theater actor, by emphasizing its main
instrument, the actor's body is that. We have proposed a direct analysis in addressing the body
in terms of actors, directors and theorists. This paper aims to present the role of improvisation
and its modeling aspects in the education of an actor, based on a theoretical and practical
research in the field of theater.
The interference of artistic and theoretical disciplines is a fact not only from nowadays,
but it is a fundamental characteristic – in different ways – with a variable degree of
specificity, but present anyway, because it is structurally human from all times. The modern
age will only widen these ways, will multiply and nuance its ways, but never by canceling the
integrity of the human specificity by stating that unmistakable unity in the universal order of
the phenomena. Art refers to the spontaneous connection between the artist and his own
subconscious – it has a power of in-going beyond reason.
The actor expresses the need for expression through improvisation. Through
improvisation, true speech of text is born and credible execution of indications from the
director. With improvisation, the actor must appeal to his artistic imagination to enrich the
playing. The main feature of improvisation is to let the unexpected, the non-planned to
happen. The actor, looking for his character, is searching for himself. He is testing his
resources, is preparing for a metamorphosis. The final major purpose of improvisation is
3

perfecting the art of the actor. The use of space, the body language, the choice of words and
voice modulation, the confrontation of ideas and passions, everything that we translate on
stage is present in our lives. Theatre: words spoken soulfully; movement: the art of elegant
move through feelings; everything for the spectator. Improvisation is the key of an actor's art
and contains its own methodology of discovery and development of imagination and fantasy;
It involves exercises: on a given theme (human ages, seasons, advertisements etc.); based on a
word; on three words, with which the actor, with the help of imagination and fantasy, can
build a true theatrical scenario and will necessarily contain an accident and a transformation of
the object; in a given situation (wedding, funeral etc.); a given state, covering nuances of state.
Following these improvisation exercises, the actor gets: integration into any imaginary space
seen as a real one; correct behavior with objects, and artistic transfiguration of objects of
props, objects become elements of a particular artistic language; freedom and joy of the game
equal to the joy of living; the ability to "relive that experience" that states shades to color
(improvisation is the foundation of genuine living experience); stage relationships (the science
to listen and watch the partner, the science of pausing, the science of playing relating to the
partner).
This paper aims, as the title of the thesis shows, the analysis of stage language from the
angle of stage improvisation and of the art of actor. The art of acting cannot exist without
improvisation; simultaneously without the art of acting, the improvisation cannot achieve
artistic perfection. With this theme, I tried a summary and an analysis of the study of the art of
improvisation and acting through time, also focusing on the importance of improvisation in
the sphere of some characters I have played on stage. The thesis is the result of scientific
research and artistic creation along my career.
This thesis is an attempt to analyze in a multidisciplinary manner, from the points of
view of: scenic improvisation, art of acting, expressiveness and stage movement, dance,
ballet, all of these for the argument of the theatricality of stage language. The thesis has three
chapters that aim a step by step analysis of what title of the thesis shows. The first chapter,
entitled “Stage improvisation in relation to the art of acting”, offers an image of the poetics of
theatre from their 'birth': the Stanislavski method, continuing with some pedagogical systems,
those of Michael Cechov and Viola Spolin, ending with some contemporary conceptions,
those of Jerzy Grotowski, Peter Brook and Andrei Şerban. Chapter two, called “Dance – a
cultural archetype”, starts by defining the role of dance, the dance-theater as a concept and
ends with the use of dance and physicality in some extra-artistic applications. The last chapter
“The importance of improvisation in the sphere of some personal character creations” includes
4

the analysis of the construction process of some characters from five shows in which I played
or coordinated as artistic project, as an educator.

I.

Stage improvisation in relation to the art of acting

I.1. The role of stage improvisation in the art of theatre acting
I.1.1. The creative role of improvisation in the vision of K. S. Stanislavski, M. Cechov
and V. Spolin
Improvisation as a pedagogical method/pedagogical system was formulated by
Konstantin Sergheevici Stanislavski, a theatrical reformer and representative of naturalism.
In his famous treatise “The work of an actor with himself. Daily records of a student”,
Stanislavski postulates the many possibilities of theatrical convention, discovered thru the
creative power of imagination, which underlies under the magic "if" – this concept is the
engine that triggers the inner and outer actions.
Stanislavski granted primordial place to ‘living’ in the process of stage embodiment,
since living gives the unmatched brilliance of a talented actor. Essential to the art of acting is
"reliving", a concept stated by Stanislavski; reliving focuses on a centrifugal movement of
interpretation, meaning that the interpretation does not arise until an interior maturation.
Action is the essence of the Stanislavskian system, emotion being a result that depends on the
veracity of interpretation. Not interpretation, but living; one should not play passions, but act
under their influence, says Stanislavski. Stanislavski understood the importance of gesture,
movement, some elements that require the actor a measure of lucidity, which causes an exit
from the "living" purely subjective. Improvisation exercises, involve not only the discovery
and development of a personal game, but also group integration and creating relationships
with other partners.
His method of "psycho-technics" is based on inner knowing and filtering the character
by the actor, based on thorough psychological research. At the end of complete assimilation,
the actor is willing to interpret his life and feelings relating them to him personally. The actor
lives the role on stage as there is no longer a personal life outside his state, a state which
Stanislavski called "public solitude". The method is based on abolition of the distance
between real life and the theatrical illusion; the Stanislavskian actor finds himself in a
continuous metamorphosis, being steadily transformed by the character with every
performance.
Michael A. Cechov gives priority to the liberation from prejudice, to openness to the
artistic theatrical act, direction not necessarily following from conscious to subconscious, but
5

also the opposite: the character's individuality is not achieved only by deduction, but by
induction, also. M. Cechov starts from the truth that a character must be, first of all, made
seen in a physical way. Through improvisation exercises we achieve the extreme sensitivity
of the body. The Cechov’s technique guides to awareness of the unconscious impulses and
revolutionizes the acting technique thru the appeal to key elements such as atmosphere,
spiritual gesture etc., however not excluding any other acting technique, already mastered.
The backbone of the method of M. Cekhov, called psychological gesture, consists in the
corporality of the inner dynamics in an exterior gesture, necessary for discovering the
character. The exercises suggested by Michael Cechov aims the balance between mind and
body, thus increasing the actor’s responsiveness to psychological impulses. The
improvisation system of M. Cechov puts major emphasis on the actor's body, which must
become a work of art in itself. Therefore, the actor must acquire the four essential qualities of
playing: skill, form, beauty and unity.
The importance of improvisation is affirmed firmly also by Viola Spolin. In her
famous treatise “Improvisation for theater”, experimentation is argued as a vital need in
games of improvisation, which means the total and organic merging with the environment.
The games are, firstly, systems relying on improvisation on highest degree and don’t have a
predetermined end. In the improvisation games an important place relies on physicality and
transformation. The merging is performed on three main levels: intellectual, physical and
intuitive. For actors the "game" is essentially life. The most important condition for the
acquisition of creative freedom is the auto-discovery and self-identification is of one’s
personality. Viola Spolin denies the creative valence of an authoritarian type of directing. The
director should suggest to the actor just the way and the physiognomy of the character;
following that the actor finds the most suitable means of expression. Viola Spolin emphasizes
the importance of physicality and of transformation in improvisation games. There are games
that release tension from the actor, which cleans him from subjective preconceptions, games
like relationship games, character games, concentration games etc. Collective games have a
fundamental role in understanding the scenic relationships. The general principles of the
theatre games, passing through exercises, are, in the definition of Viola Spolin: point of
concentration, meaning the focused energy, that "thing to do"; description and example;
information on the way; review; observations. In conclusion, these improvisation exercises,
these theater games are following the "Silk Road" from civil personality to the polyphony of
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the actor’s personality. When the student-actor will be able to play a role, "he will be the
actor himself, playing the game of the character he has chosen to communicate"1.
I.1.2. Meyerhold and the biomechanics activity of an actor
Vsevolod Meyerhold asserted the primacy of directing over text, of constructivism
and of his concept of biomechanics over stage living; by biomechanical training, the actor
turns his body into gear, but the way the body is focused on motion exceeds its tool function,
making an equivalence between the body, as a mean of scenic action and the body as a
product of the action in question. Key-concepts of biomechanics are: stability/balance, calm,
accord, attention, tenacity, organization, control, precision and speed of sight. In
biomechanics, every movement is composed of three moments: intention, balance, execution.
The actor must put first the control over his body, keeping in mind not just a character but a
reserve of technical materials.
I.1.3. Actors’ training or the role of improvisation in fulfilling the Grotowskian theatre
Using in his improvisation exercises the term “voice imagination”, Jerzy Grotowski
claims that besides the conscious and healthy use of vocal apparatus, the actor must enrich his
voice abilities by issuing unusual sounds, with a particular focus both on breath as on various
breathing techniques. Grotowski will support the need of creation of a new theatrical
language, where "un-awareness-ing" of the actor's body has a major role: the body must be
kept clear and free from any form of external resistance, the loss of rational identity of the
body being an essential condition.
Grotowski's pedagogical technique starts from the principle that each actor must
surpass his own limits and obstacles; noting that when a mistake is corrected, you must
always seek its origin, avoiding focusing on the fault itself. Grotowski claims that the actor
must find a solution to eliminate obstacles. In this aspect, the grotowskian method establishes
itself thru “via negativa” (negative way) by removing obstacles and individual obstructions.
Physical and vocal exercises are geared towards a search of contact: perception of external
stimuli and responding to them with the give and get process. To capture the inner
motivation, Grotowski reorients improvisation exercises, controlling sound emission not from
the inside, but from outside.
Grotowski also develops an interesting concept belonging to actor training, namely
the continuous improvisation. In his plea “Towards a Poor Theatre”, he conceives a show that
can exist without makeup, costumes and décor, without light and sound effects etc. In his

1
Viola Spolin, Improvizaţie pentru teatru. Un manual de tehnici pedagogice şi regizorale, traducere Casiana
Şuteu, în „Atelier UNATC”, nr. 2(4)/2002, Bucureşti, p. 111
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view, the actor has some essential conditions: a) to stimulate a process of self-revelation,
which goes to the depths of the subconscious, then channeling the site to obtain the desired
reaction; b) this process must be articulated, disciplined and converted into signs; c)
removing from the creative process of resistance and obstacles, owed to his own body and
psyche.
I.1.4. The role of improvisation in the living brookian theater. Theatrical forms
In Peter Brook's view, the major goal of improvisation is to capture the unseen part of
a text, as well as offstage life of a character. At the same time, there may be need for
improvisation on stage, in order to make the show to remain alive. The essential condition for
an improvising group is maintaining a climate of mutual trust between actors. Peter Brook
considers that in preparing the actor, improvisation and exercises play an important role,
which aim to rescue him from the "dead theater". Improvisation helps the actor to come out
of the vicious circle of common situations, developing the imagination and the ability to
probe and discover what lies only in himself.
The true measure of improvisation in Brook's vision lies in the fugitive pleasure
placed between life and game. The opponent par excellence of repeatability, Brook proposed
in compensation the existence of a fluid, supple body. The ratio of rehearsal - show is seen
from the perspective of the introduction of a third term, namely: improvisation. In Brook's
vision, improvisation helps actors in overcoming fear. "Empty space" became an expression
synonymous with truth in the theater, which Peter Brook continuously seeks; the empty space
Brook desires opposes world’s banality and recuperates its primordial purity.
I.1.5. Brook and Grotowski
Peter Brook opines that without a public there is no theater. For Grotowski the pair of
eyes of the public is the "witness", in front of which the actors can commit even extreme or
atrocious acts. While Grotowski was more and more interested in the inner world of the actor,
his deepening in work until it essentially became man, a solitary man who interprets his final
drama, for Brook theatre is meant to draw you out of loneliness, the public attendance besides
the actors can be so intense that can break Both of them face paradoxes and puzzles, the actor
having to be simultaneously a person and yet completely anonymous, the anonymous being
inhuman and the human destroying the purity of anonymity.
I.1.6. Contemporary aspects of improvisation. Andrei Şerban
Analyzing the relationship between improvisation and play, Andrei Şerban reaffirms
the importance of improvisation as a preparatory stage of playing elements. Developing, as
his master Peter Brook did, the thesis of permanent improvisation, he considers as essential in
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theater bringing the maximum of sincerity, thru which the actor can open himself to others
with the transparency of his individuality. Each actor must adapt to the group through
improvisation, so as to become a flexible exchange; through improvisation exercises, the
actor must reach performance to be attentive both to themselves and to other members of the
group. Improvisation is very important in regaining creativity and freedom in the professional
routine removal, and the actor's self-knowledge. An important condition in achieving
openness offered by improvisation is the group-work and untying work time. Through
improvisation, one returns to his interiority and there is a temporary suspension of cognitive
reasoning; so he reaches tranquility and inner peace. It is a silence that can be built on. The
advantage of the freedom in the theater: one can expand, can slow down, can suspend or to
speed up the pace.
Laws of art are based on the laws of nature. As we have seen throughout this chapter,
all the forms of theater, of Stanislavski, Cechov, Spolin, Meyerhold, Grotowski, Brook,
Şerban, regardless of the positions taken, often contradictory, they aim the artistic finality on
with boosting the public.
I.1.7. Some notions of theatrical approach towards the acting tasks: R. Cohen, S. Badian
The american director Robert Cohen believes2 that there are no specific rules in
improvisation, and that it is a random combination of body, space, time, power and rhythm.
In improvisation performance is not required, meaning the reach of certain standards, so the
actor is free to express state, experience and perception. The contemporary American theater
theorist and practitioner proposes four overarching concepts for optimum approach to
theatrical tasks: the followed objective; tactics; the others; longing.
Suzana Badian is also of the opinion that improvisation prepares the actor to respond
creatively to each role. Improvisation prepares actors to face new situations of infinite
diversity and complexity; helps the actor to express themselves artistically original and
compelling; to respond to unexpected requests spontaneous and dynamic, dictated both from
the outside and from the inside.

2

V. Robert Cohen, Puterea interpretării scenice. Introducere în arta actorului, ediţie alcătuită şi îngrijită de
Anca Mănuţiu, traducere de Eugen Wohl şi Anca Mănuţiu, Cluj-Napoca, Ed. Casa Cărţii de Ştiinţă, 2007
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II. Dance – cultural archetype
II.1. The sacred origin of theatrical act
The man of archaic societies reissued creatively exemplary models, primordial
schemes and originating situations. Theatrical creation is a series of unique and unrepeatable
processes. Sacred is par excellence the ultimate truth, the sacred space is highly significant3.
Dance is linked to myths and mysteries.
Another great archetype for the actor is the shaman; there are substance similarities
between the art of a shaman and the art of an actor. Shamanism is a technique for producing
ecstasy. What unites shamanism to actor's art is the experience lived through their own
senses. Not incidentally, Stanislavski himself postulated that the actor should not live their
role only within, but also "to embody externally the experiences lived in interior." Like the
shaman, the actor is called each time to be 'someone' or 'something’ else.

II.2. The role of the dance; manifestation forms: ritual, game, socializing
element, way of artistic expression
Dancing does not need a pencil or brush. A single tool is required, namely the human
body. The body is the first and most simple and natural human instrument. Each movement is
combined with dance. To move is to dance.
One of the fundamental rules of Stanislavski’s method is that movement and action
must be born from the depths of the soul; given that only thru the inner experience of the
movement, the actor learns to understand and to feel it. The master-teacher also introduces a
new concept: the infinite line of the movement. Stanislavski believes that art is born when
there is created a continuous line, extending, of sound, voice, drawing or movement.
Antonin Artaud will talk about the cosmic trance of the actor, 'translated' by the
metaphysical of gesture and by the unearthly sound of music. Getting the scenic trance
depends on the actor’s access to cosmic vibration, entering in resonance with the universal
energy fluid that will lead to "magic theater". Artaud will sustain the impossibility of
separation between psyche and physique of the actor, who will fulfill a total act on the stage,
carried out with all his being.
With Adolphe Appia and the denial of scenic immobility, the theatrical modernity
will have its say. Appia discovers the living and mobile body of the actor, as a fundamental
element of movement in the scenic area, which should only be expression. The body of the
actor will mean not only mobility but also plasticity.

3

Violeta Zonte, Originea sacră a teatrului, Iaşi, Editura „Opera Magna”, colecţia Epidaur, 2004, p. 10
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For Craig Gordon the imperative of the reconsideration of theatricality is gestureconnected. All things in nature are born of movement; actors must have the honor "to be
priests of this supreme force – movement", as stipulated by Craig in his essay “Artists of
future theatre”, claiming primacy of the feminine principle of creation, understood as the
foundation of performing arts, "pure expression of movement on stage" through which the
female spirit (associated with the male spirit) seeks the secret of the mysterious and
inexhaustible energies of the movement.
Appia and Craig marked in theatre the first attempts at revealing the specifics of
theater. Appia tends to eliminate from theater the arbitrary and the unaesthetic; for Craig,
priority will have the gesture, moving the interest from sound to image. Modernity in
contemporary theater will be converted by asserting the actor's body, conceived as the main
source of energy in the act on stage.
Jerzy Grotowski sees in theater "a way of self-exploitation, self-study, a possibility of
salvation [...]. The actor expands its self-knowledge, step by step, through the painful
circumstances, constantly changing, of rehearsals and of the punctual moments of
performances."4
Currently, the choreography (Greek "dance-writing") means the discovery and study
of movements, particularly related to dance. The contemporary dance does not distinguish
primordial between narrative staging, or associative and abstract ones. Often, Dance Theater
has although a content that can be originally designed by the choreographer; so does the
expression-dance or modern dance; it can also be based on literary or dramatic works so that
it can generate new forms and names.
II.2.1. The expressionism in dancing
In Isadora Duncan’s vision, dance is intended to express the noblest and deepest
feelings of the human soul, coming from Apollo, Pan, Bacchus and Aphrodite. She radically
transformed the art of dance. The root, the origin of her "Greek" dance is in the old Irish
songs and dances, to which were added the dreams of the young American woman, and then
the spiritual concept over life from What Whitman's lyrics. For her, dance is in communion
with music and painting, nature intertwines with art. Isadora Duncan was actually the
originator of symphonic expressionist modern dance; she developed a new feeling of body
and movement, but also the first to transpose on stage, in steps of dance, the classical music
concert.

4

Jerzy Grotowski, Spre un teatru sărac, traducere de George Banu şi Mirella Nedelcu-Patureau, Bucureşti,
Ed. UNITEXT, 1998, p. 59
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Rudolf von Laban – a theorist and precursor of contemporary dance
Rudolf von Laban is regarded as a 'spiritual father' of bodily movement. His method,
built on the laws of anatomy, mathematics and crystallography, based on the finding that the
entire human body has a certain evolutionary trend. Studies of body motion are applied in the
fields of dance, theater, sports, and dance therapy, psychotherapy, physiotherapy and
nonverbal communication. The purpose of Laban's body motion studies is both to experience
and to observe the different aspects of a movement, to understand it and to give solutions.
Balanchine – for the sake of dance
George Balanchine used his classical ballet training in service of the free form,
reaching thus new possibilities of expression. Dance is an art form of its own, which does not
require any other subordination: visual sense dominates everything. But his opinion was
different when it came to dancing on music, which was the foundation of his dance (music is
the earth on which we dance).
Maurice Béjart: choreographic show – total theater
Béjart is considered an innovator of neoclassical ballet. Classical dance received,
thanks to him, a new definition, because he took it in a revolutionary direction, without
destroying its classical roots. Through the wise combination of movement, contrasting pieces
of music and text, Béjart created new forms for ballet; his creations spoke in a poetic way,
but at the same time in a worldly, profane way about our present world. Béjart opened the art
of dance to various influences, often comprising the spirit and tendencies of his time, with an
inborn intelligence and intuition.

The great rebellious of twentieth century’s dance repudiate the axioms, the effigies,
the certainties. In the post-dramatic theater the body transforms in an object, its observation
becoming an object of theater aesthetics. The post-dramatic body is distinguished by its
presence, it can disturb, and it may strike the viewer by its transmission. Dancing articulates
energy, it represents an action; it is especially gesture; the gesture is about to make itself
visible; the post-dramatic body is a body of the gesture.
Robert Wilson imposed a universe where image and body plastics are, in turn, own
visual universes; text disappears or is reduced to a few secondary wastes. At Wilson, the
body is reduced almost bi-dimensionally; his shows are true classic projections on the stage
surface5. Robert Wilson strives to minimize everything that does not follow a predetermined
5

Mihaela Tonitza-Iordache, George Banu, Arta Teatrului, ediţia a II-a revăzută şi adăugită, traducerea textelor
inedite Delia Voicu, Bucureşti, Editura Nemira, 2004
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order, unchanged in the service of the performance. He refuses to hide re-doing, assuming it
as an exercise proper to the stage: the actors’ playing obeys an artist's aesthetic program,
placing it into artifice.
The body is a point of intersection, where the boundary between living and dead
becomes the problem and the theme, so the body can be transformed into an object. In the
construction of the action, the actor's body will be decomposed and then recomposed by
successive and antagonistic movements.

II.3. Game of stage language; the absence of text. Manifestation forms of
the gestures. Pantomime
Pantomime (Greek pantómīmos means "imitating everything") is the show with its
own specific, the game of the body consciously moved. Pantomime is the meaningfulness of
a unique gesture, simple but that says a lot, is the art of the moment, the mime having the
possibility and the task to express himself, to tell stories, without the help of costumes,
scenery, props or lighting effects. Pantomime is action, unwilling for beauty, but for truth;
especially in pantomime is necessary the release of fantasy and the joy of play, of spontaneity
and creativity. Essential is the true interpretation of the interior.

II.4. Defining the concept of dance theater (Tanztheater);
delimitation of the term
II.4.1. Dance Theatre (Tanztheater), vintage phenomenon or current trend
Dance theatre (Tanztheater) designates an artistic form of dance, that emerged in the
second half of the twentieth century. In dance theatre, music generates the rhythm of volumes
in space, and movement is decisive; symbols are infinitely more important than objectives
details. Dance theater, sublime and complex combination of movement and word, dosed
mysterious blend of theater and dance, fighting against gravity in a space free of matter and
materiality. Body-word binomial model is where dance theatre invests and transforms his
energies; an art of movement that cannot deny its origin from the Brechtian arsenal of critical
presentations of people, situations and developments.
II.4.2. Metamorphosis in dance theatre: causes, effects, influences
The common point of dance theatre’s choreographies is primarily a rejection of the
usual ballet aesthetics. Dancing is not the only means of expression; it can be used also
language/text, singing and pantomime. In the body language can be used all forms of dance
and movement.
Eugenio Barba’s “Theatrical anthropology” is a study about actors and for the actors,
a pragmatic science based on certain trans-cultural principles (or rules), situations in which
13

artistic expression cannot be reached, besides an extra-ordinary way of moving, artificial and
conventional. Given the fact that there is a substantial difference between the way the actor's
body is used in everyday life and in cases of representation, E. Barba defines the first
principle as being the major distinction between the daily technique and the extra-daily
technique. From the dialectic of daily technique, extra-daily technique and virtuosity, follows
the second principle, defined as "balance in action". Actor’s scenic bios is based on an
alteration of the balance. The third principle of “Theatrical Anthropology” is defined as "the
dance of oppositions". This principle reveals the antagonistic relationship between extra-daily
techniques and daily ones. It is the principle of opposition. The next principle declines itself
as "incoherence, coherence and the virtue of omission". This basically sums up a paradox,
given that the actor's art is revealed by applying a coherent incoherence. The equivalence
principle is the last principle posited in his Barba’s anthropology, whose wording is based on
the fundamental truth of the theater: stage action must be real, and not necessarily realistic. In
conclusion, the actor relives not an action, but creates what is alive in that action. For the
actor, the energy is not a ‘what’, but a ‘how’, meaning that energy shows him how to move,
how to sit still, how to turn their own physical presence in a stage presence, how to make the
invisible visible, etc.

II.5. Dance and stage movement in the XXth and XXIst centuries –
techniques, methods, schools
Pina Bausch – seeking individuality and community
Pina Bausch was the first that united dance to song, mime, acting, creating a new
artistic genre. Through improvisation – do something small, interrupting something and what
is it, do something menacing with a sweet object, make a gesture that expresses something
about the helplessness – finding the material showing something yet unseen, which then
incorporated into the show mounted. Repeating an action was another important form of
speech, thus causing the spectator to a profound psychological manipulation. Pina Bausch is
the modern artist that gave back theater the courage of dance to prefer the movement instead
of words, and to dance the chance to communicate through words the silences of movement.
Brechtian legacy is profound, but manifested through the body, through its memories and
traumas, which require themselves confessed to the public, by movements from which erupt
sometimes feeble whispers or fierce shouts.
Jacques Lecoq is the indisputable master of gestural theater. In his concept, in the
center of acting is the game focused on the body. His methods are influenced by forms of
representation of acrobatics or pantomime. Improvisation puts outside what is inside, and the
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objective technique of the movement allows the opposite demarche. Method components6:
movements technique; analyzing and imitating animals’ elementary and natural movements;
actors’ breath; masks; game with the elements: fire, earth, water and air, and the reaction to
those factors; singular word processing and dynamic research of its content, of the "body of
words". Lecoq has stipulated a few general laws by analyzing movements: no action exists
without reaction; movement is continuous, advancing without interruption; movement always
comes from an imbalance, looking straight towards equilibrium; balance itself is moving;
there is no movement without a fixed point; movement highlights the fixed point; fixed point
is also moving.
Ariane Mnouchkine and Théâtre du Soleil troupe: prevails the actor and his
imagination, the work on his body and gesture. The company’s methods and techniques of
physical theater are taken from Jacques Lecoq's school, incorporating elements of
pantomime, acrobatics, improvisation and cabaret. Decisive for the spectacular practice is the
dramaturgical involvement of the spectators in the stage action.
Gigi Căciuleanu’s conception of dancing is a game between the inner and outer eyes.
His method7 is an analysis of correspondences and principles which act in dance: energy wind, space and body - volumes and "complexity of resultants of their possible interactions" vectors. His creed: "I think, therefore I dance. Or, more precisely: I dance, therefore I think."8
Răzvan Mazilu has changed the face of contemporary dance: between dance and
theater, he found the "magic formula" to bewitch the theatre hall through dance. For him, life
is movement and contemporary dance is a major art. Răzvan Mazilu’s musical projects to
which he devoted himself became increasingly more of a commitment, announcing new line
of exploration in the artistic career of the choreographer9.
II.6. About dance and physicality in extra-artistic fields: dance therapy;

the Alexander technique/therapy; the Feldenkrais method
Dance therapy10 develops the self-knowledge and of one’s body, opens new horizons
of repertoire of movement and stimulates the own expressiveness through integration of
subconscious, of corporal, emotional and cognitive human processes. The main instrument of
6

Jacques Lecoq, Der poetische Körper – Eine Lehre vom Theaterschaffen. In Zusammenarbeit mit Jean-Gabriel
Carasso und Jean-Claude Lallias, aus dem Französischen von Katja Douvier. Alexander, Berlin, 2000
7
Gigi Căciuleanu, VVV – Vientos, Volumes, Vectores, Facultatea de Arte, Universitatea din Chile, Santiago de
Chile, aprilie 2002
8
Egyed Ufó Zoltán, Gigi Căciuleanu, Eugenia Anca Rotescu, Grafologie pentru Simfonia Fantastică, Editura
LiterNet pentru versiunea online, 2008, p. 52
9
disponibil pe http://agenda.liternet.ro/articol/19252/Beatrice-Lapadat/West-Side-Story-si-Cabaret-de-RazvanMazilu-in-FNT-2014.html, accesat la 05.05.2015
10
disponibil pe Deutsche Gesellschaft für Tanztherapie, accesat la 13.09.2014
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dance therapy remains the movement studies of Rudolf von Laban. The main elements of
therapy through dance method are the techniques of dance, imitation, improvisation and
organization/training, these areas building themselves one on top of another, complementing
themselves: by working in technical dance improvements are made in a certain repertoire of
movement, which is necessary for improvisation; elements are then braided and help
organizing and training.
The Alexander therapy/technique is one of awareness of the psycho-physical
processes, of restoring the link with the corporal plan of self11. Today it is applied not only to
only as therapy, to cure some diseases, but also to enhance the mobility and endurance of the
organisms of actors, dancers and athletes. Negative tensions, useless to the body must be
released to have a balanced body. The technique is based on head-neck-trunk link: aligning
them correctly, the muscles will work correctly. The Alexander therapy/technique of training
and concomitant rehabilitation of respiration, of bones, muscles and it uses the body
effectively, it coordinates body movements, forming a relaxed attitude, so necessary to the
profession of an actor.
The Feldenkrais method is geared towards the principle of so-called organic
teaching – somatic education of movement – according to its self-evaluation, appertaining to
body therapies domain12. It differs herself in two closely related techniques, but
independently practicable: awareness through movement and functional integration. For the
first technique we talk about a strictly verbal teaching technique focused on a group, while
the second one focuses nonverbally and individually on the integration of body. Feldenkrais
method has application in dance, theater, music, art.
II.7. Stage paths; role of dance in the world of stage fictions
The process of decomposition or re-composition of traditional theater forms in the postdramatic theatre. László Bocsárdi
Director László Bocsárdi seeks a balance between visual and psychological truth and
between the various means of expression, between different theater languages - theater in
motion, spoken theater or visual theater13. The director staged in 2000 “The Blood Wedding”
by Federico Garcia Lorca at the Sfântu Gheorghe Theater “Tamási Áron”. The show is meant
to be a concept that seeks to integrate expressiveness of gypsy folk dance in theater
phenomenon. The show proposes the universal feminine profile, but starting from the
11

disponibil pe http://www.alexander-verlag.com, accesat la 13.09.2014
disponibil pe http://www.feldenkraisinternational.org/, Feldenkrais Network, accesat la 20.09.2014
13
disponibil pe http://www.gds.ro, (Ediţie din arhivă) Anul 17, nr. 5525, Interviu – Ion Jianu, accesat
la07.11.2014
12
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nomadic world of the Gypsies. “Blood Wedding” director's vision separates the two
dimensions, real and fantastic, which are overlapping the key moment of the show, the
wedding.
In the show, gypsy music was chosen to sample as natural possible the specific
coloring on a universal stage. The studying and training of corporal expressiveness, of
passionate rhythm and of synchrony managed, through body language, to "humanize" an
event of life. The show translates into a mosaic of scenes, of insights of the performers on
some moments of seemingly insignificant moments: nuptial ritual, religious ceremony, the
wedding party. The choreographic moment projects the wedding guests in the dance ring, like
in a corrida arena, the battle between the bullfighter and the bull becoming the inner fighting
of the two adulterers. Regardless if it is a study or a laboratory system performance, it is a
show where Prose Theatre becomes movement theatre, dance-theatre, with gypsies, contactimprovisation and dancing with elements of folk music.

II.8. Music of Time
Tompa Gábor believes that "It's different when you listen to music for pleasure, than
the moment when you seek to incorporate it into theater"14. Music is near perfection, precise,
is an artistic language with a direct message. A song can be incentive or pretext to suggest
some impromptu action. During improvisations, there will be created very different
situations, so that players can get used to coordinate their improvisation in relation to this
new element. The music will emphasize their own rhythm, or they will have to obey to it, or
the two rhythms will coexist independently, in order to emphasize the represented idea. From
the simple rhythm of the drum, to the complex orchestration, music prints on action its own
atmosphere, to which the actors must be sensitive and responsive to the acting improvisation
exercises.

14
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III. The importance of improvisation in the sphere of some personal
character creations
III.1. Means of representation - from the director's vision to the actors’
means of expression
In my opinion, in putting up a theatre show it would be ideal that the actors respond
naturally to stimuli, with an appetite for playing and an ability to redefine the body, through
gestures accuracy and acuity of observation. Based on improvisation, proposed resolutions
transform permanently; this formula requires quick reactions, sudden changes in state and
tone, relying on spontaneity and group cohesion.
In this chapter I made references to the role of improvisation in some of the personal
creations on stage, in various plays:
1. The second from the People, in "Robert Guiskard" by Heinrich von Kleist. Directed
by Titus Faschina and Sascha Bunge/Berlin, Germany. Premiere: May 29, 1993.
2. One of the Eight in "Porträt eines Planeten/Portrait of a Planet" by Friedrich
Dürrenmatt. Directed by Ida Jarcsek-Gaza, Ildikó Jarcsek-Zamfirescu. Participation in
International Festival de Théâtre étudiant, Nancy/France, 1995; Young Professionals
International Theatre Festival - ed. II, Sibiu, 1995. Premiere: February 17, 1995.
3. Fellow III and choreography in "Das Floß der Medusa/Raft of the Medusa" by Marin
Sorescu, world premiere in German language, translation Ildikó Jarcsek-Zamfirescu.
Directed by Sütö-Udvari András. Participation at the "Marin Sorescu" Festival, ed.
III, Craiova, 2000; Minority Theatres Festival, Cluj-Napoca, 2000; Romanian Drama
Festival, ed. IX, Timişoara, 2000. Premiere: October 3, 1999.
4. Mrs. Smith and stage movement, in "Die Kahle Sängerin/The Bald Soprano" by
Eugène Ionesco. Directed by Sütö-Udvari András. Premiere: June 4, 2005, the
European Cultural Meeting Banat Upper Austria, Grein/Austria, Strudengau
Foundation’s Special Award. Premiere: November 3, 2006, inauguration of the
theater studio "Studio Art", during the visit of an official delegation of the Land
Baden-Württemberg/Germany. Premiere: 12 March 2007. Participation at the
Colloquium of Minority Theatres from Romania, Gheorgheni, 2007.
5. Director of "House of Bernarda Alba" by Federico Garcia Lorca, class of 2006
graduation show, Performing Arts Department, Acting (Romanian language), on the
stage of Theatre for Children and Youth "Merlin". Premiere: April 14, 2006.
Participation in the Week of Short Theatre Plays Festival, November 2005, the XVth
edition, Oradea.
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During the analysis of these shows, I attempted to make an approach in examining the
texts, the work and the performances looking through the eyes of nowadays.
III.1.1. The joy of testing/research trips in the world of theatre. Dramatic text – a
pretext for experimental directing: "Robert Guiskard"
In March 1993, being in the first year of Theatre Department as a student, I
participated in a workshop on improvisation and acting, when four students of the final year
of the Humboldt University of Berlin arrived at the German State Theatre in Timisoara with
their graduation project, entitled "Robert Guiskard – A Battle ". My character: The Second
from the People.
The workshop training and employment work involved actors and students, focusing
on finding creative resources from within each self. The approach was intended to develop
creative process by integrating performers’ vocal and physical abilities. During the creative
process emphasis was placed on physical training and vocal training; a way of approaching
the creative work is to investigate the motivations and what is unified behind the creative
process and inspiration, accompanying the creative flow in a liberating way. This workshop
was dominated, in general, by people who have shown willingness to invest much energy in
this program, opened to new, without retreating. Here we benefited from the time and the
patience to grow, to discover others and meet each other, processes which do not always
occur in a theatrical production. The principle of a workshop is spontaneous labor: act and
react. Improvisation sometimes puts in motion very intimate things, which, however, belong
to the one who plays.
Throughout the two weeks workshop, the first requirement was: as long as possible to
be all together; but it was also a professional challenge: we had to achieve the togetherness
in breathing, thinking, feeling, acting together to be as true as possible the fighting and tired
People of the Duke Robert Guiskard.
III.1.2. Play in play, theater within theater: "Portrait of a Planet"
It was a project of the third year of the University, a play in 17 scenes. Here I made an
analysis of the work at different scenes from the play, in which I played various characters.
The improvisational exercises for body and feelings we always began from the neutral
mode, according to the Rellstab method15. Among some scenes, for example, the first scene,
the birth of the Earth, was a choreographic scene, built with the Stage Movement teacher
Liana Iancu, with electronic music. The scene had no words, just sounds. An original

15
Felix Rellstab, Handbuch Theaterspielen, Band 2 Wege zur Rolle, Wädenswil Zürich, Stutz Druck, 1996,
Reihe schau-spiel Band 8
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method, the rhythm/dance method was used for shaping through dance the rhythm feeling of
the characters. The process of building up the show included new forms of artistic work,
such as emotional communication techniques or contemporary dance after the Laban
method. For the war scene, the improvisation exercises used were based on the use of
progressive sounds that eventually had each a different importance. This exercise is
especially helpful to understand the dynamics of progression of a movement. The initial
neutral status made available the body, which discovers the space that surrounds it, and the
body is open and willing to receive. Because he now knows the balance, the actor expresses
much better imbalances or conflicts of the characters; breathing is free; movements reveal
themselves in a strong manner; things are at first felt...
The Drug scene was, in exchange, entirely an exercise of diction: text said very
stressed and articulated, text sung in crescendo, hard, slow, soft, tense, whispered quickly,
screaming and yelling, laughing, neutral, nervous laughter, lewd, aggressive, crazy, quiet, in
ultra-slow motion; speaking in chorus, in canon; suddenly speaking different texts; sentence
condition changes. In laughing, the voice is clipped, like a cascade from high to middle with
strong vocal or airless final; word articulation can be bitten, grasping, loud to unclear; kind
of speech is word after word, often explosive, final on air. In sadness, relaxed voice is soft,
low, mournful, expiry slightly inward, sometimes sighing, sometimes with head voice, and
whimpering, and nasal; soft joint is without power, precision, especially howl, cry, sigh; way
of speech is soft and relaxed, partly with long arching sounds, often falling towards the end
of the sentence.
Another exercises worked during the rehearsals were those relating to coordination
and body awareness. In the opinion of Andrei Şerban, the actor has an impetuous need to
feel his body, as reply to certain dynamics. Awareness exercises are essential for the actor’s
training.
Multiple dynamics of nature, animals, gestures and materials served for expressive
purposes, to play better the human nature. These experiences, ranging from silence and
immobility to extreme movement, through countless intermediate dynamics, helps the actor:
they remain engraved in the body upon waking in interpretation. Nature is our first language,
and the body remembers it.
III.1.3. Revitalization of a myth, apocalyptic feeling: "The raft of the Medusa"
The method of the Laboratory Theatre is based via negativa technique, of the holy
actor, following the ethics of a Poor Theatre, which changed forever the way in which the
actor performs the theatrical act, hic et nunc. The specific training involves the healing of the
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rift between body and soul, by removing psycho-physiological obstructions which restrain the
contact with primary impulses, through communication and discovering the creative sources
to enrich the daily existence.
In this play, my character was The Third Fellow, but I also prepared and cured the
stage movement. In staging the play, the director worked with the actors some of the Andrei
Şerban’s exercises: Personal archeology of the actors, Peter Brook's circle... The final
improvisation was the improvisation about the journey that led the players in this space.
For the stage movement, I proposed to exteriorize creatively the sensations and images
gathered in my mind. Dance and stage movement can ritualize the game. The method used
was based on the Viewpoints, which uses post-modern dance techniques, adapted for the
actors, giving them a vocabulary for thinking and creating movement and gesture. Attention
is placed on the lower body, an entire vocabulary working with legs, breathing techniques
and concentration means. Scenic balance and imbalance, set in motion by moving actors, was
a milestone in shaping the Fellows group. Being gradually accorded to time, space and the
other was at stake in this game. Stage’s balance requires extreme concentration.
Entering into a character means to feel what it made it born, retrieve the personal
background of the character, seeking to see what of it resonates with you. If the character and
the person do not merge to make a whole, the game is canceled. We don’t play ourselves, but
we play with ourselves.
III.1.4. Stage improvisation – transition from concrete reality to imaginary reality:
"The Bald Soprano"
In the cast of the performance of “The Bald Soprano” the character I played was Mrs.
Smith. The show was built as a parallel between what Ionesco called "puppet theater" and the
well-known theory of Gordon Craig on "the super-marionette actor". The mechanism of the
playing of the actors had the dynamic of a puppet show.
For the mise en scène improvisation exercises were necessary for getting to know the
partners, for setting the situations (where they come from?, in what purpose?, where are
they?, who?, where?, why?), for the changes of rhythm (walking from slow to fast, from
casual to tense and vice versa), for the games, for breaks, for the relations (what do I say?,
what is important?, what is the structure of the relationship?, how does the relationship
develops), for the characters (how they are? what are they?, what will it be?). The director
used in the improvisations needed for the construction of the characters some Viola Spolin’s
exercises, those "theater games", that are simple operational structure, transforming the
complicated conventions and theatrical techniques in games.
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III.1.5. The time of gesture, elements of language and body language in the show: "The
House of Bernarda Alba"
‘To dream is better than living’ was the starting point in directing this play. Starting
from a concrete question related to the space in which we form/express ourselves, but also
from some questions that became obsessive for me (what can I say with directing or with
stage movement? How can I be credible through movement? What can dance and movement
communicate?), I tried to discover the secrets of the text (only disclosure, not some arbitrary
solution), to propose tracks of interpretation, search the void parts and not at any price
imposing a concrete result. The body as subject and the overall paralyzing distrust in my
means were the ingredients of the beginning. I tried experimenting with different means of
expression, for the harmony of the whole, for the science of a symphonic building of a story
line, to combine expressionistic violence with a slightly melodramatic melancholy. The stage,
the characters – everything is seen differently every time, nothing is doomed to banality; a
rich palette of music, dance and songs – fused into an artistic show. That's the formula in
which I have read Lorca's text: movement-theater, word replaced by gesture, lines of text
substituted by physicality and emotional charge, a mix of realistic and folk elements.
I started from the idea that the study of gestures16 should be based on the analysis of
social structures and relations, also on those cultural conceptions which govern and maintain
those relationships and which give identity to the actors. I focused on a small number of
gestures; the primordial speech was gesture. The body can send messages even without any
movement. Through "gestures" we mean the overall body posture. Physiognomy betrays the
character: going head up means authority, dignity and detachment (Bernarda, sometimes
Adela); crouching shows humility (Martirio, Amelia, Angustias); gravity and impassibility
are evidence of self-control, usually associated with law and superiority (Adela); eye leaning
remains a gesture of modesty and obedience (Magdalena). A common feature of all the
characters was the permanent inner lurking, the communication between characters being
masked by not look straight in the eye. The eyes are a source of strength and knowledge, also
instruments of domination.
Due to its experimental character, improvisation is not a method itself, but the search
for methods or solutions in resolving situations which handcuff the artistic personality.
Improvisation is experienced through exercises and theater games with ascending difficulty
grades, from simple to complex, culminating with the gradual assumption of drama
16

Jan Bremmer (ed.); Fritz Graf; Jean-Claude Schmitt; Herman Roodenburg (ed.), O istorie culturală a
gesturilor: din Antichitate şi până în zilele noastre, traducere de dr. Tatiana Avacum, Bucureşti, Ed.
Polimark, 2000
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techniques for constructing future roles. For the construction of the beginning of the show, I
went through some physicalization exercises from the Viola Spolin method: emotion or
feeling physicalization by using objects; being physically immobilized in the face of external
danger, the inability to move. The blind exercise is part of the sensitivity sharpening
exercises, with energy focused on using all the objects and on communication with the
public. Other physicalization exercises were used for some scenes: Emotion and body
attitude, powerful moves, concentration on the silence between the actors, agility exercises;
for character development we studied some nervous habits or tics.
The concept of the show revolves around love, around gestures, actions and everyday
frustrations. “The House of Bernarda Alba” is rather a show about waiting, about the
mechanism that reproduces itself to infinity, running on empty, rhythmic, without meaning
and development, relying on the spirit rather than on the letter of the text. It was that type of
show during which (and in its existence that continues in me) I managed – I believe – to
really get into dialogue with creation, which led to solving the situations created by the
universe of the show.
Conclusions
The interference between artistic and theoretical disciplines is not a fact of today or
yesterday, instead it is a fundamental characteristic – in different ways – with a variable
degree of specificity, but anyway present, because it is structurally specific to human
personality of all times. The modern age only widens these ways, multiplying and nuancing
the paths, but never by canceling the specificity through which the human integrity states
itself as unmistakable unity in the universal order of phenomena.
Art is in the first place liberation, rupture and disinterest on practical interests,
animation of the universe. The great themes of life and thought come alive in art. Art is an
amalgam of feeling, form, copy of reality, manifestation of essence; and it is always
communicating. Felix Rellstab said in “Handbuch Theaterspielen. Grundlagen (1994)”;
„Theatre people (Theatermenschen) are players. Theatre people play their own life, play for
that life, play with things and words. They saiy: I play therefore I am.” Brecht asked
distancing, for showing the approaches; Stanislavski had as a central interest the inner living,
that the actor lives the same as the character, to live the character in a believable situation;
Grotowski wanted total identification. The action involves an interior impulse and a desire of
action. The inner is actually the actor's language; trying is spontaneous action.
The actor cannot capitalize his own art than by three reunited elements: voice, facial
mimic and body expression. The body of the actor is the raw material that he uses to
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externalize the most subtle soul sensations. The base of theater is communication. Therefore,
the theater can be defined as a semiotic phenomenon, theatrical communication being carried
out thru signs: the signs conveyed to the public by actors, the signs sent by the director, playwriter, stage-designer etc. In this context, the actor can be considered a macro-system, in
which integrate a sum of linguistic and paralinguistic signs (movements, gestures, facial
expressions, words, sounds, posture etc.).
One of the main findings of my research: the actor and his body are one and the same
character and only by interlocking thoughts will gain success in building a complete and
complex character. Even the experiments proposed as a way of shaping of moods and
emotions met with divergent views on how to approach the body and how to exploit the
physical and psyche: according to Meyerhold by exploring the animal and instinctive
reactions, opposed to Stanislavski’s thinking of recalling sensations in the present time and
even of childhood experiences. I analyzed the collaboration between the actor and his body
through the study of collateral items such as body expressivity, pantomime or dance-theatre.
Nonverbal communication holds power and is achieved through gestures, positions, attitudes,
facial expressions, plasticity etc. I decided to recall the theories of personalities like Brecht,
Appia, Artaud, Lecoq, Căciuleanu and others, who were directly interested in the concept of
non-verbal language, which does not impose limits to the actor and give him freedom of
expression. The body cannot lie, as does the voice or words, sometimes he can even betray
you.
Theoreticians, practitioners like Stanislavski, Meyerhold, Brook, Brecht, Appia,
Artaud, Craig, Lecoq, Barba, Grotowski, Spolin, Cechov, developed and tested methods and
ways in which the actor can develop and improve the physical and mental quality and
reinvented the idea of theater and the idea of the body in theater. I analyzed the similarities
and differences found in their concepts and found that one of the main directions in analysis
was the idea of the body as a generator of emotions. Therefore, every method and technique
is actually a reproduction of something that already existed; from each one we must select
and adapt to current requirements.
From examining the history of the concept of improvisation we can notice that it was
recovered from ancient times, from primitive rituals, it has developed over time and grew
during the period of Commedia dell’Arte. I studied some functions of how improvisation is
found in the creative process: discovery through/during/by improvisation, playing, reaction
and the connection with the public. I noticed that this is the basis of the actor's creative
process by the diversity of the ways of exploring of interior and physical body, of the
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resources of the human conscious and subconscious. The actor has played over time his
feelings, emotions, thoughts and inner impulses passing through various stages of
manifestation and transformation. Each of them have put at serve their whole being either
through autobiographical orientation to the truths and memories technique of Stanislavski or
by designing the body as an instrument and machine as proposed by Meyerhold or by using
masks and loss of the interior in becoming a super-marionette as asked by Craig; or by
Appia’s dropping out the stage verisimilitude and leading the body to a living and open form;
or by removing physical and psychic remnants – Grotowski; or by gaining body
expressiveness and acceptance of a duality of verbal language in union with the body
language – Barba or by highlighting the gestures that became gestus in the Brechtian theater.
Analyzing these techniques/methods and the ideas about the different ways in which
theater can be transposed, I identified the way new methods of theater will always remain
faithful to the old forms. More and more there are born theatre techniques that use the
principle of improvisation, therefore requiring the actor to grow in terms of personal contact
with some inner states or feelings, unknown or undiscovered before. The actor must translate
scenic and plastic by the means of the body, of movement, action, voice and text the visions,
the images and his inner experiences. He must be able not only to develop an internal model,
but to translate it into physical expression, constantly experiencing the relationship that is
formed between body, voice and his psyche. In other words, I believe that contemporary
actor needs a solid foundation of knowledge – theoretical and practical – in improvisation,
stage movement and voice expressiveness. It resulted an interdisciplinary foray
(improvisation, theatre actor's art, dance, stage movement) in some of the most significant
"methods" of embodiment of theatre characters.
From the experience gained on stage, but also from the years of mentoring young
actor-students, I found one more thing, which I consider important: the joy of play and a child
curiosity are prerequisites for being an actor, the foundation for the future construction. The
word in German for acting is "Schauspiel" translated "Playing to be seen" or "see the game"
or "seen game"; I believe it is the most honest and true name given to acting...
To rehearse means to confront with the theatre-play, the director, the partner or with
hostile devices (slopes, slope exits, opening hatches etc.), to fight noises or a brutal stagelighting or other technical problems. It means venturing on new lands, to ask yourself why
and how; to ask questions about themselves and the world; to melt in a group activity and to
defend your freedom; to share, to give, to exhaust yourself. To introspect, to collect ideas and
materials; to progress, to pass the stage of maturity and regain childhood. As subtly noted by
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the Romanian theatrical writer Ion Toboşaru: "The purpose of improvisation in training the
actors during rehearsals and the purpose of the exercises is always the same: to get rid of the
Dead Theatre... to always put the actor in front of his inhibitions... What an exercise must
show, by reducing the field of analysis, is where the lie appears. If the actor is able to find
and recognize this moment, he is apt to open himself to a much deeper creative impulse"17.
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